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LAP Lambert Academic Publishing Nov 2013, 2013. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu.
220x150x10 mm. This item is printed on demand - Print on Demand Neuware - Measurement of
agricultural development is complex phenomena, which is dependent on various factors. These
factors are co-related with each other. Hence, all factors may be influenced due to change in any
one factor. Composite index based on all selected agricultural and non-agricultural indicators is a
pure number which is free from measuring unit. It gives unique figure which represents all selected
indicators like arithmetic mean, one single figure represents entire data. The methodology
suggested by Narian in (2007) of construction of composite index was used in this book. This is
superior methodology as compare to methodology suggested by Central Statistical Organization of
India. Researcher can measure agricultural growth on the basis of 'AREA(A)', 'PRODUCTION(P)',
'PRODUCTIVITY(Y)', independently as well as integrated growth base on
Area+Production+Productivity, simultaneously. Development is next step of growth. Agricultural
development was measured based on agricultural+ non-agricultural indicators as non-agricultural
indicators is having significant contribution in agricultural development. Relationship between
crop and non-crop indicators was measured. 168 pp. Englisch.
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A really great publication with lucid and perfect reasons. I have read through and i am confident that i am going to gonna read yet again yet again down
the road. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Cade Nolan-- Cade Nolan

Definitely one of the better ebook I have possibly read through. It usually will not charge excessive. You wont feel monotony at anytime of your own time
(that's what catalogues are for regarding if you check with me).
-- Prof. Jean Dare-- Prof. Jean Dare
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